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Type
Suppose that I have a method public void hug(Human recipient) that
I really want to try out. So, I go looking for someone to be the parameter. But none
of the people I find are just plain Humans; they all seem to belong to a subclass, like Mother. What can I
do?

I know that the type of the value I pass to a method must match the type of the parameter, because the
value is to be assigned to the parameter variable, and a variable cannot hold a value of the wrong type.
However, a variable can hold any type that is a subclass of its type, because that object is guaranteed to be
able to do everything its superclass can do. So, for example, a variable Object object can hold any
object at all, since every object is at some level a subclass of Object.

This does introduce some confusion, however. If a variable might be holding a value that isn't exactly the
tpe it advertises, how can I find out what type that value really is? To do this, I use the instanceof
operator:

object instanceof ClassName

This will be true if object belongs to ClassName or to a subclass of ClassName. If object is
null, instanceof automatically gives false.

If you have found that an object does in fact belong to some more specific type, you can "typecast" it to that
type in the same way that you can typecast a double expression to int: by putting the type you want to
cast to in parentheses before the expression you want to cast:

public void collision(GameObject other) {
   if(other instanceof Ship) {
      Ship ship = (Ship)other;
      ...
   } else if(other instanceof Asteroid) {
      ((Asteroid)other).someAsteroidMethod();
   }
}

. 1 Which of the following assignments are legal?

Human george = new Politician();

Square s = new Rectangle();

Bird a = new Lizard();

. 2 Give the result of the following, true or false.

(new Human()) instanceof Primate

(new Primate()) instanceof Human

(new Tree()) instanceof Plant



. 3 Suppose that you have a variable Object object that you think might really be a GameObject.
Write code below that will check if it is, and if so, tell it to die(). Remember that you can only call
the method die() if you make it clear to the compiler that the object you are telling to die() is a
GameObject.

. 4 Suppose I have written a method public void doSomething(Turtle bob).

a) Can I always trust that bob is a Turtle rather than one of its subclasses?

b) Can I always trust that bob is either a Turtle or a subclass?

c) Is it possible for someone to pass along null as the value for bob?

. 5 The method below should print out the given object (System.out.print()) only if it is a
String; otherwise, it prints "Not a string." Fill in the implementation of the method.

public void printIfString(Object object) {
   
   
   
   
   
   
   


